
Intro to Formal Methods Lecture 8
CS 5860 Fall 2014 Weds. Sept. 24

Lecture 8

Solutions to PS2 problems that at least one student did not solve correctly:

1(b). (∃x.A(x) ∨ ∃x.B(x))⇒ ∃x.(A(x) ∨ B(x))

λ(or.decide(or; l.spread(l; d, a. < d, inl(a) >); r.spread(r; d′, b. < d′, inr(b) >)))

1(c). ∃x(A(x) ∨ B(x))⇒ (∃x.A(x) ∨ ∃x.B(x))

λ(l.spread(l; d, dab.decide(dab; a.inl(< d, a >); b.inr(< d, b >)))

1(d). ∃x.A(x)⇒∼ ∀x. ∼ A(x)

λ(ea.λ(ana.spread(ea; d, a.ana(d)(a))))

1(e). ∃x. ∼ A(x)⇒∼ ∀x.A(x)

λ(l.spread(l; d, na.λaa.na(aa(d))))

Discuss currying and uncurring

((A&B)⇒ C)⇒ A⇒ (B ⇒ C)
A⇒ (B ⇒ C)⇒ (A&B)⇒ C

Our next topic is a very simple theory of arithmetic expressed in constructive First-Order
Logic. This example illustrates how theories are axiomatized in FOL. We use constructive
type theory, either CTT14 of Nuprl or CIC of Coq to provide both the semantics of the
theory and a FOL axiomization. We combine them in one “seamless” definition.

The reading provides a classical account from the logic textbook of Boolos & Jeffrey. See
the course web page. The theory is called Q. Our version is intuitionistic (constructive) so
we can call it iQ.

We give a finite axiomatization in terms of an implicit domain D and the following rela-
tions:

Eq : D ×D → Prop for equality on D

Zero : D → Prop to say that an element is zero

Suc : D ×D → Prop to say that one element of D is the successor of another

Add : D ×D ×D → Prop Add(x, y, z) says x+ y = z

Mult : D ×D ×D → Prop Mult(x, y, z) says x ∗ y = z
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The axioms of Q are very weak. We can not prove x+ y = y+x or x+ (y+ z) = (x+ y) + z
or 0 + x = x or even 0 ∗ x = 0! But, we can represent every Turing computable function
from N to N.
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